A brief review of 2021 and an optimistic view of 2022
December reminds us of all the interesting projects and customers this year. We would now like to
send a special “thank you”.
We wish you happy holidays, health, health and health, lots of fresh air, lively family conversations,
moments of silence and ...
May the New Year be full of joy and inspiration and without corona! And this really in 2022!
We look back on 2021 - our highlights!
For the exhibition “Akhmīm
Egypt’s Forgotten City” in the JamesSimon-Galerie of the Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin we produced a film
with the title „ACHMīM - BERLIN|
AKHMīM – BERLIN“ in two versions
(film for the exhibition, version for
streaming) or scan:

How is the ancient Egyptian town of Akhmīm connected to modern day Berlin? The documentary
film „Berlin - Akhmīm“investigates the multiple relationships between the two places, the people,
their histories, the artifacts. The film is a plea for a new form of globalization within our minds.
playing time: 16 minutes/25 minutes /trailer
lanquage: German/English subtitles

Our film „ Archaeological Research and Conservation in Musawwarat es-Sufra (Sudan)" was shown
at the first joint Berlin Sudan Day of the Sudan Archaeological Society of Berlin (SAG) eV, the
Humboldt Universität zu Berlin, the Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung der Staatlichen
Museen zu Berlin (ÄMP ) and the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut (DAI) in June 2021.

Musawwarat es-Sufra is one of the most fascinating and unique archaeological sites of Sudan. It was
a large ceremonial centre of the ancient Kingdom of Kush, located away from the Nile in a
picturesque valley surrounded by low sandstone mountains. Many of its monumental architectural
structures are still well-preserved, among them the earliest known temple for the indigenous lionheaded god Apedemak or the labyrinthine building complex of the Great Enclosure with its
numerous temples, ramps, corridors and courtyards.
Since 1960 Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin (Germany) has been running a long-term research and
conservation project at Musawwarat in cooperation with the National Corporation for Antiquities
and Museums (NCAM) and with the help of the local community of pastoralists. This film follows the
archaeological team during their research and preservation work at this Sudanese and UNESCO
World Heritage site in early 2020 and begins to tell the (hi)stories of Musawwarat.
playing time: 25 minutes
lanquage: German, English, Arabic

„new frames for MUNCH“
More than 500 of Munch`s artworks were reframed before moving to the new MUNCH Museum in
Oslo. The film follows this process.
playing time: 30 minutes
language: English

Our projects in 2022
In the coming year we would like to produce the film project documentation about the
“ERC Project ELEPHANTINE: Localizing 4000 Years of Cultural History. Texts and Scripts from
Elephantine Island in Egypt“.
We hope to continue filming in Sudan and finish one or two movies.
And then we're going to shoot about a new exciting topic ... But shh! We're a bit superstitious here
and don't want to reveal too much!
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